
• Mentoring is “a ministry of presence” - an adventure of knowing and being 
known. In youth ministry, it is joining the Holy Spirit in the conversations he is 
having with the youth - whether they hear his voice yet or not. 

• A mentor is an older or more experienced person who offers a youth a 
regular space to process, explore and recognize transforming truth about 
themselves, God and their world. 

• Mentoring is less about telling than asking. When your mentee hits a 
roadblock ask for their ideas rather than telling them what to do next. 

• Mentoring is different than "hanging out". Spending time doing an activity 
with a teen with hopes that there may be opportunity for a deeper 
conversation fits best for some teens. But in an intentional mentoring 
relationship there's an agreed upon expectation of deeper conversation from 
the start, opening the door for invitations to reflection and growth. 

• The invitation into a mentoring relationship has value in itself, even if the 
youth chooses not to commit to meet weekly with you for a space of time. It 
communicates that you see something good in them and think they are worth 
building into. 

• Asking welcoming questions and listening reflectively are essential skills for a mentor that 
might take time and effort to develop - but it’s worth it.

• Keep it simple. It can be helpful to think of each session as having three different parts: 

1. Check in. This is a request for them to invite you into their week. It can come in the form 
of a new question each week, a repeated question you always start with, or even a list or 
deck of random questions. This is a time for them to look back and unpack some of the 
events and happenings they were part of - or missed out on - in the last week. 

2. Exploration. Exploring is based on asking great follow up questions from what you’ve 
heard in the check-in or what you wonder about based on past conversations. It is more 
than just information gathering. Actively listen, noticing patterns of thought or behaviour 
where you might offer a curious question, an insight, or a challenge.  

3. Support. End each session by giving a concrete example of something positive that you saw, heard or suspect might be true 
about them. Your job isn’t to fix things in your mentee’s life or to rescue them from difficulties. Your job is to create a space for 
growth and that happens best in an environment of encouragement. 

• You go first. Invite them to watch how you live your life and ask questions about what they see. Share what is helpful and relevant 
to the mentee, knowing that this time is for them not for you. Help your mentee explore what it means to live out of who God created 
them to be as you demonstrate how you are in process of learning to do that as well.

 RECOGNIZE

Building Relationships: A Guide for New Mentors - A good resource for training volunteers and equipping first time 
mentors.

Search Institute: “Get to Know You” Questions for Mentoring - A list of helpful questions for getting a good overview of 
your mentees strengths and struggles.

Learning the Language of a Growth Mindset - A great place to start in understanding how important a growth mindset is 
for mentoring.
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•  When inviting someone into 

a mentoring relationship, 
decide ahead of time how 
many months the relationship 
will last. It's less intimidating 
for the teen to step into a 
time limited program with a 
specific focus - their growth! 

• It’s okay not to know it all. 
Though we may have been 
walking the road longer than 
our mentee, we are still 
stumbling and uncertain at 
times. The good thing is, 
mentors don’t need to have it 
all together. They just need to 
be actively engaged in 
figuring out how to discover 
and live out of who God sees 
them to be.  

• Growth is a process and you 
may only be preparing the 
soil. Simply offering your 
mentee the opportunity to 
see themselves and their life 
through the eyes of another 
can enlarge their perspective 
and this is the beginning of 
change. 

• The impact of mentoring 
doesn’t come from 
possessing the right 
information or having the 
right things to say. It comes 
from caring deeply about the 
mentee, living humbly as a 
learner, and counting on God 
to do the heavy lifting.

REMEMBER
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RESPOND

https://rockwoodleadership.org/132-of-the-best-questions-to-help-you-reflect-on-your-purpose/?gclid=CjwKCAjwoIqhBhAGEiwArXT7K4U3GDG50s9yRMhIaja90ZYuQLJWaRiI7plQsq3y7QHbrYaZl_TT7RoCnI4QAvD_BwE
https://www.lifeteams.ca/stems
https://amentoringway.org/key-things-to-listen-for/#more-44557
https://amentoringway.org/key-things-to-listen-for/#more-44557
https://cyc-net.org/cyc-online/cycol-0604-evans.html
https://www.evidencebasedmentoring.org/mentoring-is-key-for-lonely-gen-z/
https://marcvollebregt.medium.com/a-quick-guide-to-asking-better-questions-6b0dd6a2501
https://www.maxwell.syr.edu/docs/default-source/ektron-files/reflective-listening-nk.pdf?sfvrsn=f1fa6672_5#:~:text=Reflective%20listening%20is%20a%20special,is%20being%20heard%20and%20understood.
https://educationnorthwest.org/sites/default/files/resources/building_relationships.pdf
https://www.search-institute.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/4-Ss-Interview-download.pdf
https://www.mindsetkit.org/growth-mindset-mentors

